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Correlated variability of neural spiking activity has important consequences for signal processing. How incoming sensory signals shape
correlations of population responses remains unclear. Cross-correlations between spiking of different neurons may be particularly
consequential in sparsely firing neural populations such as those found in layer 2/3 of sensory cortex. In rat whisker barrel cortex, we
found that pairs of excitatory layer 2/3 neurons exhibit similarly low levels of spike count correlation during both spontaneous and
sensory-evoked states. The spontaneous activity of excitatory–inhibitory neuron pairs is positively correlated, while sensory stimuli
actively decorrelate joint responses. Computational modeling shows how threshold nonlinearities and local inhibition form the basis of
a general decorrelating mechanism. We show that inhibitory population activity maintains low correlations in excitatory populations,
especially during periods of sensory-evoked coactivation. The role of feedforward inhibition has been previously described in the context
of trial-averaged phenomena. Our findings reveal a novel role for inhibition to shape correlations of neural variability and thereby
prevent excessive correlations in the face of feedforward sensory-evoked activation.

Introduction
Highly variable spiking activity is a signature feature of neurons
in many different areas of the brain. Variability between neurons
is often correlated, as reported in visual (Kohn and Smith, 2005),
auditory (Rothschild et al., 2010), and somatosensory (Green-
berg et al., 2008) cortices. In many cases, excessively correlated
activity is detrimental to population coding (Zohary et al., 1994;
Averbeck et al., 2006; Gutnisky and Dragoi, 2008). For example,
redundancy in the responses among neurons participating in a
common computational task limits the degree to which variabil-
ity can be reduced by population averaging. Correlated activity
between neurons can be decreased through attentional modula-
tion (Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Mitchell et al., 2009) and active
behavior (Poulet and Petersen, 2008; Gentet et al., 2010), poten-
tially improving sensory coding. Here, we study how functional
circuitry of cortical networks modulates correlations between the
spiking variability of different types of neurons during spontane-
ous versus stimulus-evoked conditions.

In primary somatosensory (barrel) cortex, regular spike (RS)
units, presumed excitatory neurons, and fast spike (FS) units,
presumed inhibitory neurons, form functional networks that

process whisker stimulus information (Bruno and Simons, 2002;
Swadlow, 2003). Local cortical interconnections are dense (Yo-
shimura and Callaway, 2005; Oswald et al., 2009), suggesting
that, on average, individual pairs of cortical neurons in these
functional networks share a significant portion of their synaptic
inputs. To reveal how functional coupling modulates network
responses, we recorded from pairs of neurons (RS–RS, FS–RS,
and FS–FS) in layer 2/3 (L2/3) somatosensory cortex; these neu-
rons fire sparsely (O’Connor et al., 2010) and receive the bulk of
their inputs from other cortical neurons. To study the variability
of their joint activity, we compared spike count correlations be-
tween pairs of neurons during both spontaneous and whisker
stimulus-evoked states. Theoretical work predicts that the in-
crease in firing rates associated with a whisker deflection causes
an increase in coincident firing as well as an increase in the cor-
relation coefficient of spiking activity (de la Rocha et al., 2007).
Contrary to this prediction, we find that the correlation coeffi-
cient between the spike counts from RS and FS neurons decreases
when stimulus-driven joint firing activity increases.

Our single-unit data show that the variability of FS and RS
population spontaneous activity is weakly correlated by a back-
ground synaptic field. We use this finding to develop a computa-
tional model of interacting inhibitory and excitatory populations
whose variable activity is strongly dependent on common fluctu-
ating inputs. Our firing rate model reproduces key experimental
findings only if population activation functions are nonlinear
and only when the excitatory population receives feedforward
inhibition. Together, our results suggest that feedforward inhibi-
tion helps maintain low levels of correlated variability of spiking
activity despite elevated, evoked firing due to feedforward
sensory-driven excitation. Thus, feedforward inhibition, in addi-
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tion to maintaining temporal precision (Pinto et al., 1996; Higley
and Contreras, 2006) and increasing the dynamic range of sen-
sory information coding (Pouille et al., 2009), also maintains low
levels of correlation leading to improved population coding.

Materials and Methods
Animal preparation. Data were obtained from 13 Sprague Dawley adult
female rats. Surgical procedures and maintenance of rats during record-
ing sessions, approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional An-
imal Care and Use Committee, are similar to those previously described
(Bruno and Simons, 2002). Briefly, rats were anesthetized with isoflu-
rane, and a tracheal tube was inserted to maintain a clear air passage.
Small-diameter Silastic tubing was inserted into the external jugular vein
for drug delivery, and a small Teflon catheter was inserted into the right
femoral artery for monitoring blood pressure. The skull was exposed, and
small stainless-steel screws were inserted into the bone over the con-
tralateral occipital and frontal lobes for electrocorticogram (ECoG)
monitoring; an additional screw was inserted into the bone over the
ipsilateral frontal lobe to serve as a reference for cortical microelectrode
recordings. The skull was thinned by careful drilling, and a small area of
bone (�0.5 � 0.5 mm 2) overlying the right barrel cortex was removed.
Saline was periodically applied to an acrylic dam constructed around the
craniotomies.

Isoflurane was discontinued during the recording session and the
rat was maintained in a lightly narcotized state using fentanyl (Baxter
Healthcare; 10 �g � kg �1 � h �1). Spontaneous and whisker-evoked fir-
ings are comparable with those observed in awake, undrugged animals
(Simons et al., 1992). The rat was immobilized with pancuronium bro-
mide (SICOR Pharmaceuticals; 1.6 mg � kg �1 � h �1) to prevent sponta-
neous whisker movements that could otherwise interfere with the use of
our whisker stimulators (below). Body temperature was maintained at
37°C using a servo-controlled heating blanket (Harvard Apparatus).
Blood pressure, heart rate, tracheal airway pressure, and ECoG were
monitored throughout the recording session with a personal computer
using custom-written software. If any of these indicators could not be
maintained within normal physiological ranges, the experiment was
terminated.

Upon termination of an experiment, the rat was deeply anesthetized
with sodium pentobarbital (100 mg/kg, i.v.) and transcardially perfused
(2% paraformaldehyde and 1.5% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buf-
fer) for cytochrome oxidase (CO) histochemistry. The cortex was cut
tangentially (60 �m sections), and sections were reacted for CO (Land
and Simons, 1985) and were counterstained with thionine. Using micro-
drive readings, signs of tissue disruption, and electrolytic lesions made
during the experiment, recording sites were localized with respect to
individual underlying barrels. In cases in which electrode tracks could
not be discerned with certainty, interlesion distance in underlying sec-
tions and distance between placements of electrodes on the pia were used
to estimate interelectrode distance.

Whisker stimulation. Whiskers were deflected using a custom-built
piezoelectric stimulator (Simons, 1983) attached 10 mm from the base of
the whisker. Stimulus waveforms, stored on disk, were output at 10 kHz
via an eight-channel, fast digital-to-analog converter. Whiskers were ran-
domly deflected 1 mm in one of eight directions (0, 45, 90°, etc.) using a
“ramp-and-hold” stimulus. The ramp phase of the deflection was �8 ms
long, with a mean velocity of 125 mm/s. The whisker deflection was
maintained for 200 ms, and the whisker was then returned to its resting
or neutral position with the same speed as the initial deflection. Each
randomized block of eight stimuli were repeated 40 times for a total of
320 whisker deflections. Individual stimuli were presented one per �4 s.

Electrophysiology. Simultaneous recordings were obtained using a
multichannel Eckhorn matrix (MM-5; Thomas Recording). Platinum/
iridium in quartz fibers (60 �m diameter) were pulled and ground to 2–5
�m tip diameters, having impedances of 1– 6 M�. Microelectrodes were
advanced one-by-one into L2/3. The principal whisker (PW) of a cortical
neuron was defined as the whisker whose deflection evokes the largest
spike response, relative to other whiskers. Two or three electrodes were
used in each recording session. These were placed �100 –200 �m apart

centered over the underlying layer 4 barrel as determined beforehand
using micromapping procedures. The vast majority of recorded pairs had
the same PW; data from a small number of pairs in which the PWs were
different were not included in the analyses.

Microelectrode signals were bandpass filtered (300 Hz to 10 kHz) and
passed to a personal computer where spike waveforms were detected in
real time using custom programmed acquisition software (LabVIEW;
National Instruments) and then stored for further analysis. In some ex-
periments, local field potentials (LFPs) were recorded on one of the
electrodes in place of single-unit activity. LFP signals were bandpass
filtered (0.1 Hz to 9 kHz) and sampled at 32 kHz. Signals were later
downsampled to 1 kHz for further analysis.

The state of arousal of the rats was assessed by on-line monitoring of
LFP recordings and the ECoG. When the LFP and ECoG were dominated
by slow, large-amplitude events, indicating that the animal was in a sleep-
like state, data were not collected. These states sometimes occurred to-
ward the end of long recording sessions (�6 h). In all cases, if a state of
light sedation could not be maintained for extended periods of time with
the prescribed dosage of fentanyl (10 �g � kg �1 � h �1), the experiment
was terminated.

Unit sampling. Spike waveforms were analyzed with cluster analysis
using custom programmed software in LabVIEW. FS and RS unit spike
waveforms are typically distinct, the former being longer in duration (see
Fig. 1 A). After sorting, mean spike waveforms were calculated and the
duration of early and late components of the waveforms were measured.
A two-dimensional scatterplot of these two components reveals two clus-
ters (Bruno and Simons, 2002), and cell type identity was assigned based
on this criteria. Individual, well isolated units were recorded on different
electrodes of the multielectrode array. In no case was more than one unit
taken from a single microelectrode.

The data set consists of 48 FS–RS pairs and 31 RS–RS pairs studied
during spontaneous and stimulus-evoked conditions. A smaller sample
of 9 FS–FS unit paired recordings was also obtained. For a separate set of
11 FS–RS pairs, the units were recorded simultaneously during sponta-
neous firing conditions with concurrent LFPs. Within the stimulated
data set (see Figs. 1– 4), 5 FS units are common to two different RS units,
3 RS units are common to two different FS units, and 15 RS units are
common to two different RS units. This gives 49 unique FS units and 71
unique RS units. Adding the 11 unique FS–RS pairs recorded for spon-
taneous activity (see Fig. 5) gives a complete data set that is comprised of
60 unique FS units and 82 unique RS units.

Data analysis. The raw, or trial-matched, joint poststimulus histogram
(jPSTH) is defined as follows:

jPSTH(ti, tj) � �
k

�1
k(ti)�2

k(tj), (1)

where �1,2
k (ti) is the kth trial of the spike train of neuron 1 or 2. To

quantify the frequency of coincidences above chance level, we subtract a
trial-shuffled version of the jPSTH from the trial-matched version, giving
the shuffle-corrected jPSTH.

Correlation coefficients were calculated in a standard fashion using
Pearson’s correlation coefficient as follows:

�XY � cov(X, Y)/�X�Y, (2)

where X and Y are the signals of interest and � denotes their SDs. Corre-
lation coefficients were calculated using 320 trials of paired responses to
whisker deflection. Correlation coefficients were first calculated using
the 40 trials for a specific deflection angle, and then these values were
averaged over all eight angles (0, 45, . . . , 315°).

Recordings of spontaneous spiking activity (13 min average duration)
were obtained from 11 FS–RS-pairs while simultaneously recording an
LFP from a nearby electrode (�100 –200 �m). Spike train signals for the
pairs, XFS and XRS, were created from recorded spike times. The cross-
correlation function was calculated directly as follows: CFS–RS(�) �
�XFS(t) � XRS(t � �)� for each pair, and then averaged over 11 pairs. This
direct estimate was compared with an indirect estimate of the cross-
correlation using independent correlations of the LFP with each spike
train. Spike-triggered average (STA) LFPs were obtained for each unit of
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the pair as follows: STA�	t
 � �
i
LFP	t � tj

�
,
where the subscript � � FS, RS denotes either the
fast-spike or regular-spike population, respec-
tively, and tj

� are the spike times. Assuming that
the correlation between FS and RS units is driven
by a common synaptic input, of which the LFP is
reflective, the cross-correlation function can be
rewritten as follows:

CFS�RS	�
 � �NFS

� �NRSF
�1�ST̃AFS(f)*ST̃ARS(f)

�̃2(f) �, (3)

where ST̃A denotes the Fourier transform of the
spike-triggered average, �̃2 is the power of the
LFP, and F� 1 is the inverse Fourier transform
operator. NFS and NRS are the number of FS and
RS spikes recorded in a trial. The asterisk (*) in-
dicates a complex conjugate operation. This
“partial spectra” method was previously used to
predict cross-correlations in both basal ganglia
and cortex (Goldberg et al., 2004).

The signal-to-noise ratio quantifies the ratio
of signal strength, R, to the SD of single-unit
trial-to-trial fluctuations, d. For a population
of size N with mean pairwise correlation, �, the
SNR is given by the following (Zohary et al.,
1994):

SNR �
N � R

�Nd2 	 N	N � 1
�d2
. (4)

All statistical analyses were performed using custom programs in the
MATLAB (MathWorks) environment. One-way ANOVAs, followed by
pairwise t tests, were used to test significance.

Modeling. The model is based on one previously used to describe trial-
averaged (deterministic) dynamics of the thalamocortical feedforward
circuit of the barrel cortex (Pinto et al., 1996). Population firing rates of
excitatory and inhibitory neural populations are governed by the follow-
ing equations:

rFS	t
 � fFS��FS 	 WFS	t
 	 
FS	t
�
rRS	t
 � fRS��RS 	 WRS	t
 � gI	t
 	 
RS	t
�

, (5)

where rFS(t) and rRS(t) are time-dependent firing rates of FS and RS popu-
lations, respectively, and g is inhibition strength. �FS,RS are the input biases to
each model; these parameters set the average depolarization relative to the
threshold nonlinearity. The whisker-evoked synaptic input, W�(t), is given
by the following:

W�	t
 � � 0 , t � t0

A�� t � t0

3 	�3/ 2

e�1.65/	t�t0
 , t � t0
, (6)

where t0 is the time of the whisker deflection and A� is the amplitude of the
excitatory synaptic drive, the subscript � � FS, RS indicating cell type. Syn-
aptic drive represents the population-averaged excitatory drive from layer 4
(L4) cells on to L2/3 cells. The form of Equation 6 qualitatively reproduces
the temporal evolution of the whisker-evoked response from L4 (Pinto et al.,
1996).

The fluctuating inputs, 
�, were low-pass-filtered Gaussian white-noise
processes. The frequency cutoff of the filter was chosen to be 12 Hz, which
qualitatively captures the slow timescales seen in LFP-STAs (see Fig. 5B).
These dynamic processes have zero mean and an autocorrelation given by
the following: �
�	t
 � 
�	t 	 �
 �
��e � 
t
/��. The correlation coefficient between 
FS and 
RS was set to c. For
simplicity, the population model is unidirectionally coupled, as illustrated in
Figure 6A, with the RS population receiving FS inhibition (Eq. 5). The out-

put firing rate of the inhibitory population is filtered by the following synap-
tic dynamics:

�I

dI

dt
� � I	t
 	 rFS	t
, (7)

resulting in an inhibitory synaptic input, I, to the RS-population of strength,
g. The synaptic inputs to each population are transformed into output firing
rate, f�, by a threshold-linear firing rate transfer function as follows:

f�	 x
 � max�0,K�x�. (8)

The parameters used for the model results, unless otherwise indicated,
are as follows: g � 0.0076, c � 0.714, �FS,RS � 0.37, 0.12, AFS,RS � 3.05,
1.45, �FS,RS � 83 ms, �FS,RS � 0.566, 0.172, �I � 3 ms, and KFS,RS � 30.
Simulations of Equations 5– 8 were performed with a stochastic Euler
integration scheme (�t � 0.05 ms).

The timescale of the background fluctuations, �FS,RS, is much longer
than the timescale of the whisker input and cortical response. This per-
mits the approximation 
� by a random variable whose equilibrium
density is as follows: p	
FS, 
RS
 � N	0,�FS

2 ,�RS
2 ,C
 (i.e., zero mean, nor-

mally distributed random variables with variances rFS � ffS	�FS 	
WFS 	 
FS
 and correlation coefficient c). To further simplify calcula-
tions, we set the inhibitory timescale, �, to zero. In total, we have a
mapping of the stationary random variables rFS � fFS(�FS � WFS � 
FS)
and rRS � fRS(�RS � WRS � 
RS � grFS). Standard techniques for map-
ping random variables (Papoulis and Pillai, 2002) were used to obtain
analytic expressions for the joint density P(rFS,rRS). Numerical quadra-
ture formulas were used to solve for the first and second moments of
P(rFS,rRS). These techniques were used for the data in Figures 8 and 9.

Results
Layer 2/3 spiking activity and spontaneous correlations
Extracellular spike recordings from multiple single units in L2/3
somatosensory cortex were recorded on a multielectrode array
(one unit per electrode) (see Materials and Methods). Cluster
analysis on the temporal features of spike waveforms (Fig. 1A)

A B

C

Figure 1. Variability of whisker-driven activity of neurons in L2/3. A, FS and RS neurons were classified according to the time
course of their extracellular spike waveforms, shown here for an example pair of neurons (see Materials and Methods). B, FS and RS
PSTHs displayed a rapid increase and slower relaxation of the average firing rate in response to whisker deflection onset; responses
to stimulus offset have a similar time course but were smaller in magnitude (n � 48). C, The probability densities of spontaneous
spike counts (50 ms time window) revealed temporally sparse activity, particularly for RS units (left). Whisker stimulus resulted in
larger and more variable spike counts (right).
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permitted cell type classification. RS unit waveforms had longer
positive and negative phases compared with those from FS units
(Fig. 1A). Whisker deflections caused rapid and transient in-
creases in both FS and RS unit average firing rates (Fig. 1B).
Similar, yet smaller, transients were evoked in response to deflection
offsets (Fig. 1B). FS and RS cells fired spontaneously at 13.6 � 1.3
and 2.1�0.6 Hz, and had peak stimulus-evoked firing rates of 103�
12 and 35 � 5 Hz, respectively. Average responses faithfully encoded
changes in the whisker deflection angle. Spike count histograms re-
vealed that firing on individual trials was sparse (Fig. 1C). Al-
though the probability of spiking remained below 50% per
deflection, the probability of firing one or more spikes did increase
significantly above spontaneous values immediately after whisker
deflection (Fig. 1C). A qualitatively similar effect was seen for FS
units; however, in more than one-half of trials FS units fired one or
more spikes after whisker deflection.

Given the sparse nature of neural firing in L2/3, it is important
to know the extent to which paired activity is coordinated on a
trial-to-trial basis. Figure 2A shows the trial-averaged PSTHs for
two simultaneously recorded RS units centered on the time of a
whisker deflection onset. A raster plot of the spike activity on
individual trials reveals that these two units did not fire together

either before the stimulus or during the
stimulus (Fig. 2B). This suggests that these
two RS units were firing independently. Fig-
ure 2C shows the trial-averaged PSTHs for
simultaneously recorded FS and RS units.
On individual trials, whenever the RS unit
fired in the prestimulus period, the FS unit
also fired at nearly the same time (Fig. 2D).
However, during the stimulus response, the
FS unit was silent in nearly one-half of the
trials that the RS unit spiked (four of nine;
Fig. 2D). These findings suggest that FS and
RS units fire in a relatively coordinated fash-
ion during spontaneous activity and their
firing becomes more independent with
whisker stimulation.

To quantify these observations, we cal-
culated the shuffle-corrected jPSTH of si-
multaneously recorded neurons (see
Materials and Methods). The shuffle-
corrected jPSTH gives the number of co-
incident spikes above or below chance
levels. The average FS–RS jPSTH is posi-
tive along the diagonal, revealing that
FS–RS activity was positively correlated
(Fig. 3A; n � 48). Consistent with the ex-
ample in Figure 2D, the population
FS–RS jPSTH dips to negative values dur-
ing the whisker deflection onset (Fig. 3B).
The RS–RS jPSTH is near zero (Fig. 3C;
n � 31) and changes relatively little dur-
ing whisker stimulation (Fig. 3D), consis-
tent with our observation that RS units
fired relatively independently of each
other (Fig. 2B). We also recorded from a
smaller number of FS–FS pairs (n � 9)
and found that they too fired relatively in-
dependently of each other (Fig. 3E), with a
brief period of increased joint activity
during the stimulus (Fig. 3F). Thus, cells
of similar type fire relatively independently

during both spontaneous and stimulus-evoked conditions, whereas
FS–RS populations become decorrelated upon whisker deflection.
For the remainder of this manuscript, we will focus both on RS–RS
correlations because they are the primary output of L2/3, and on
FS–RS correlations for their role in overall firing decorrelation.

To account for possible changes in spiking variability that may
occur during stimulus-evoked periods, we used Pearson’s corre-
lation coefficient to examine spike counts (see Materials and
Methods). This measure has the dual advantage of being normal-
ized by the spike count variance and of allowing us to use a
counting window large enough to compensate for low firing
rates. The spike count correlation is commonly used to study the
correlation structure of spiking activity in sensory systems (de la
Rocha et al., 2007; Smith and Kohn, 2008; Ecker et al., 2010;
Renart et al., 2010). The temporal sequence of FS–RS correlation
coefficient values (using a sliding 50 ms time window) revealed a
close relationship between the onset of elevated firing and the
decorrelation of trial-to-trial variability (Fig. 4A, middle). In
contrast, RS–RS correlation did not depend on the time course of
whisker-evoked activation (Fig. 4A, top). The average correlation
coefficient of RS–RS pair spontaneous activity was 0.04 � 0.03,
and the average correlation of joint FS–RS spontaneous activity

A

B

C

D

Figure 2. Variability of joint responses in L2/3. A, Average PSTHs for a pair of simultaneously recorded RS units in response to a
whisker deflection. Whisker deflection onset is at 0 ms. B, Raster plots of the spike times for the pair of RS units shown in A. There
were no trials in which the RS units fire coincident spikes in during either spontaneous activity or during whisker deflections. C,
Average PSTHs for a pair of simultaneously recorded FS and RS units in response to whisker deflection. D, In the 150 ms preceding
whisker deflection onset, every RS unit spike occurred at nearly the same time as an FS spike. However, in response to whisker
deflections, there were some trials in which the RS unit fired and the FS did not (4 of 9 trials; indicated by gray bars).
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was 0.11 � 0.02 (Fig. 4B). When whiskers
were deflected the correlation coefficient
was reduced for FS–RS pairs (�FS–RS �
0.01 � 0.01 SEM, n � 48, t(47) � 5.69, p �
0.001, paired t test) but not for RS–RS
pairs (Fig. 4B; �RS–RS � 0.02 � 0.01 SEM,
n � 31, t(30) � 0.6150, p � 0.54, paired t
test). In total, whisker deflections decorre-
lated FS–RS activity, whereas RS–RS corre-
lations were uniformly low throughout
both spontaneous and stimulus-evoked
periods.

PSTHs of RS activity conditioned on
the level of FS spontaneous activity imme-
diately preceding a stimulus illustrate de-
pendence between FS and RS variability.
The trials with the highest spontaneous FS
activity (measured in the 50 ms preceding
stimulus onset) corresponded to the low-
est RS stimulus-evoked responses (Fig.
4C, dark blue). This trend reversed with
the lowest FS spontaneous firing rates
being followed by high RS responses
(Fig. 4C, light blue). This conditional
dependence suggests an active decorre-
lation mechanism that is dependent on
the ongoing, spontaneous L2/3 popula-
tion activity.

Correlated population fluctuations
during spontaneous activity
To understand network level mechanisms underlying decorrela-
tion of FS–RS activity, we examined their correlations with field
recordings in L2/3. Over large spatial scales, synaptic fluctuations

are represented in the variation of LFPs (Kreiman et al., 2006).
Common synaptic inputs can act to correlate spike activities of
two neurons (de la Rocha et al., 2007) and thus may give rise to
the observed correlation of FS and RS spontaneous activity. LFPs

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 3. Correlation structure of neurons in L2/3. A, The shuffle-corrected jPSTH revealed a nonzero band along the positive diagonal, indicating that spontaneous FS and RS activity was correlated above
chance levels. Whisker deflection onset and offset times are indicated by arrowheads. B, An expanded view of the jPSTH around deflection onset (indicated by square in A) revealed a brief desynchronization of
FS and RS activity. C, D, The shuffle-corrected RS–RS jPSTH was uniformly low and did not change much during whisker stimulation. E, F, Similarly, FS–FS pairs exhibited near zero correlation except for a short
time after whisker deflection onset.

A B

C

Figure 4. FS and RS spiking is decorrelated during whisker deflection. A, The time course for RS–RS correlation coefficient (top; n�31
pairs), calculated using 50 ms sliding time windows in 2 ms increments. There was no apparent dependence of the time course of RS–RS
correlation on whisker evoked population activity (bottom). A clear decrease in FS–RS correlation (middle; n � 48 pairs) was observed
when their joint stimulus-evoked activity increases (bottom). The correlation then returns toward prestimulus values. B, RS–RS correlation
is similarly small during spontaneous and stimulus-evoked periods (left). FS–RS correlation was significantly reduced upon whisker deflec-
tion (**p � 0.001). There are no significant differences in the mean RS–RS correlation coefficients (top) when comparing any to two
periods ( p�0.5375). The period over which correlations are averaged to obtain reported values are indicated by the horizontal bars below
the middle panel in A. Error bars indicate SEM. C, When the RS PSTH was conditioned on the preceding spontaneous FS activity, an inversely
proportional relationship was observed. High spontaneous FS activity leads to low RS responses (dark blue), while low spontaneous FS
activity leads to higher RS responses (light blue).
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may predict correlations between neurons as they represent com-
mon inputs. We therefore recorded spontaneous activity from 11
FS–RS pairs along with the LFP from a separate nearby electrode
(�100 –200 �m). The LFP power spectrum reveals that low fre-
quencies contribute to a large portion of LFP fluctuations (Fig.
5A), consistent with LFP recordings in primary visual cortex (Be-
rens et al., 2008), as well as spectral analysis of membrane voltage
fluctuations in the barrel cortex of rats maintained under condi-
tions nearly identical with those used here (Constantinople and
Bruno, 2011). To examine how ongoing spiking activity of L2/3
neurons correlated with the LFP, we computed STAs of the LFP
for FS and RS units (Fig. 5B). An estimate of the cross-correlation
function (CCF) between FS and RS units was obtained indirectly
by using LFP-STAs (Goldberg et al., 2004) (see Materials and
Methods). The estimate agreed well with the true CCF, computed
directly from FS–RS spiking activity (Fig. 5C). Furthermore, the

components of the LFP that correlated neural activity were pre-
dominately slow, indicated by the large temporal width of the
predicted CCF. Thus, the slow components of the LFP represent,
to a large degree, a common synaptic field that correlates neural
populations under spontaneous conditions, in agreement with
studies in visual cortex (Kelly et al., 2010) and basal ganglia
(Goldberg et al., 2004). It should be noted that this analysis was
performed on recordings of spontaneous activity. While a direct
comparison of the CCF in Figure 5C to the correlation analyses of
whisker-evoked activity in Figures 3 and 4 is difficult, it can be
seen that the structure of the CCF is qualitatively similar to the
profile of the FS–RS jPSTH along the antidiagonal (Fig. 2A).

A change in behavioral state, accompanied by a decrease in
low-frequency power of the background component of the LFP,
could cause a decorrelation in the FS–RS spiking activity. Whis-
ker deflections were presented at intervals of �4 s, and it is un-
likely that the state of cortical network changed systematically
during interstimulus periods. Nevertheless, to ensure that results
were not confounded by behavioral state changes, we monitored
ECoG signals throughout the experiments. No changes were ob-
served in the ECoG after whisker stimulation (Fig. 5D). Any po-
tential sensory-evoked changes in arousal would arise through
indirect pathways (Constantinople and Bruno, 2011) and likely
be delayed much longer than the stimulus response duration.

Population models
The experimental results motivate a computational model of FS
and RS populations driven by slow common fluctuations. We
adapted a population model of feedforward inhibitory circuitry,
used previously to reproduce trial-averaged firing rates of FS and
RS unit activity (Pinto et al., 1996), to model the trial-to-trial
variability of L2/3 FS and RS populations (see Materials and
Methods). Specifically, we modeled FS and RS activity with pop-
ulation average firing rates. The RS population received mono-
synaptic inhibition, of strength g, from the FS population (Fig.
6A). Both populations received excitation from feedforward,
trial-locked simulated whisker-related inputs from L4 (Fig. 6A,
labeled W). Finally, because sensory cortical neurons exhibited
sharp input– output transfer threshold nonlinearities (Caran-
dini, 2004), we incorporated this feature into the model popula-
tions. Each model population received its own fluctuating input
current (Fig. 6B, left). The transfer functions are linear rectifiers
with an output threshold relative to the mean input current (Fig.
6B, middle). The portions of the input below threshold are not
transferred to the output so that output firing rates arise from the
net sum of currents above threshold (Fig. 6B, right). Thus con-
structed, the model accurately described the instantaneous firing
rates of the two populations, during both spontaneous and
evoked activity (Fig. 7, red and blue traces).

To quantify the transfer of correlations in this model system,
two values are calculated: the input correlation, �in, and the out-
put correlation, �out. The input correlation, �in, is the correlation
coefficient of the net sum of all the inputs to the population rate
transfer functions (Fig. 6B, left). The output correlation, �out, is
the correlation coefficient of the population firing rates, rFS(t)
and rRS(t) (Fig. 6B, right). These correlations are calculated on a
point-by-point basis and thus measure trial-by-trial variability as
a function of time. Note that �in is not, by definition, the same as
c. Whereas c is a model parameter representing correlation of the
fluctuating background inputs, �in is a measured value that quan-
tifies correlations arising from all inputs. In our full model, the
inhibition from the FS to the RS population is also a source of

A B

C

D

Figure 5. Correlated synaptic fields account for spike correlations in the spontaneous state.
A, The average power spectrum of spontaneous (no stimulation) local field potential activity
(n � 11). B, FS and RS unit STAs with respect to the ongoing LFP. C, The CCF of FS–RS sponta-
neous activity estimated indirectly via their independent correlation with the LFP (black line)
agreed well with the direct calculation of the CCF (gray line). D, An example of ECoG recordings
during multiple trials of stimulus presentation. Whisker stimulus deflection onset and offset
(bottom) do not induce a change in the state of the ECoG.
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variability in the input currents, and
hence �in will depend on both c and g (see
Materials and Methods).

We next examined how key model fea-
tures (i.e., local inhibition, threshold non-
linearities, and correlated inputs)
determined the correlation of trial-to-
trial variability. We analyzed how the cor-
relation of input currents, �in, was
transformed into the correlation of out-
put rates, �out. As noted above, feedfor-
ward inhibition results in differences in
the common field correlation c and the
total RS–RS �in. We are interested in how
this difference, combined with the thresh-
olding of RS population activity, shapes
the RS–RS output correlation �out.

In the absence of both feedforward in-
hibition and threshold nonlinearity (i.e.,
an uncoupled, linear model), �in was
equal to c during spontaneous conditions
because there was no coupling. Further-
more, the linear transfer resulted in �out �
�in � c (de la Rocha et al., 2007), even
while the firing rates of the model popu-
lations were elevated by whisker deflec-
tion (Fig. 7A, top). When a threshold was
added to the neural transfer, the sponta-
neous output correlation was lower (�out

� �in), and stimulus-induced activation
increased �out to match that of the linear
model (Fig. 7A, bottom).

When feedforward inhibition, of
strength g, was included (i.e., the FS population inhibits the RS
population), �out decreased significantly for both linear and non-
linear models, compared with their uncoupled counterparts (Fig.
7B, thick and dashed lines). However, the nonlinear model cap-
tured both the spontaneous and stimulus-evoked decorrelation
of FS–RS activity (Fig. 7B, thick line) observed in our experiments
(Fig. 4), while the linear model did not (Fig. 7B, dashed line). To
understand how recurrent excitation acts to shape correlations in
this model, we added an excitatory connection, of strength ge �
0.0076, from the RS to the FS population. With this additional
feature, the baseline spontaneous correlation is higher, yet rela-
tive stimulus-induced decorrelation is still observed as in the
inhibition-only model (Fig. 7B, thin line). Together, these find-
ings suggest that a combination of threshold nonlinearity and
feedforward inhibitory circuitry is necessary and sufficient to ac-
count for the stimulus-evoked decorrelation of FS–RS activity.

Note that the nonlinear model produces a sharp increase in
correlation that immediately transitions into the longer period of
decorrelation. This effect is due to the dynamics of the FS-to-RS
synapse (Eq. 7), which introduces a very short lag before the
inhibition can act to decorrelate FS–RS responses. This transient
increase is not observed in our data. We believe that we would
observe this transient effect if correlations for spike counts with a
1 ms precision could be confidently estimated from our current
data set. Currently, we use a 50 ms window to generate spike
counts, which gives us on average �530 FS unit spikes and �150
RS unit spikes with which to estimate the correlation coefficient
for each pair. If a 1 ms counting window is used, on average, �3
RS unit spikes and �10 FS spikes are available to estimate the
correlation coefficient between one FS–RS pair.

To further understand the influence of inhibition and thresh-
old nonlinearities on �in and �out, we examined the quasi-static
approximation of our model. This effectively treats FS and RS
activities as static random variables, as opposed to stochastic pro-
cesses (see Materials and Methods), ignoring temporal nonsta-
tionarities of FS and RS activity arising from either the time
course of the whisker deflection or synaptic integration. As a
validation of this approach, we first observed that with weak in-
hibition, FS–RS correlation increased with greater whisker-
related feedforward input, W (Fig. 8A). This agreed with the
uncoupled dynamic model results (Fig. 7A). Furthermore, with
strong inhibition, larger inputs decorrelated FS–RS variability,
also matching our dynamic model (Fig. 7B).

The quasi-static approximation permitted the derivation of
stationary probability densities of joint FS–RS inputs and joint
FS–RS output activity (see Materials and Methods). The relation-
ship between �in and �out can be visualized by plotting the two-
dimensional probability density of inputs to the FS and RS units
with respect to the output thresholds (Fig. 8B). In this represen-
tation, the portion of the input distribution in the gray region is
subthreshold and does not contribute to the response distribu-
tions. Rather, only the portion in the first quadrant is in the
superthreshold, which corresponds to the output joint distribu-
tion (Fig. 8B, right). When inputs were positively correlated (as
evidenced by the eccentricity along the positive diagonal; left),
output thresholds that rectify inputs resulted in more weakly
correlated output variables (i.e., �out � �in; Fig. 8B, right).

We next used the input and output joint densities to examine
how the correlation mapping from �in to �out of the FS–RS model
depended on c and g for levels of excitation corresponding to

A

B

Figure 6. A feedforward population model with correlated background inputs. A, Both FS and RS populations received feed-
forward L4 excitatory whisker-related inputs ( W). This input causes a consistent (over trials) firing rate increases in both FS and RS
populations. The populations also receive fluctuating background synaptic inputs that are random from trial to trial. Background
inputs specific to each population will promote independent fluctuations, while common inputs (c) promote correlated fluctua-
tions in the firing rates. The FS model projects inhibitory synapses (of strength g) onto the RS model. B, The net sums of fluctuating
input currents (left) get passed through rectifying transfer functions, with gains KFS and KRS (middle). The currents that are above
the rectifying threshold get transferred to the output firing rate fluctuations (right). The input correlation, �in, quantifies the
correlation between the net input currents into the model populations, while the output correlation, �out, quantifies the correla-
tion of the output firing rate fluctuations.
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spontaneous and evoked states. Some input into the uncoupled
model with correlated inputs (c � 0; g � 0) was subthreshold,
resulting in a lower output versus input correlation (Fig. 8C, top
left, black region). In the evoked state, the input density was
elevated above threshold (Fig. 8C, bottom left), so that �out � �in.
In contrast, a model with uncorrelated inputs and inhibitory cou-
pling (c � 0; g � 0) exposed the anticorrelating effects of inhibi-
tion so that �in � 0, apparent from the negatively sloped
eccentricity of the input distribution (Fig. 8C, top middle). In the
spontaneous state, the thresholds attenuated the transfer of this
negative correlation to the output in a similar fashion to the
uncoupled model. In the evoked state, the inhibition had a larger
decorrelating effect (smaller �in; Fig. 8C, bottom middle). The
entire input density was above threshold, yielding �out � �in.
Finally, in a model with both correlated background inputs (c �
0) and inhibitory coupling ( g � 0), the opposing influence of c
and g sets �in to an intermediate, positive value in the spontane-
ous state (Fig. 8C, top right). FS units were more linear and their
firing was more variable in the evoked state, thereby enhancing
the decorrelating effects of inhibitory fluctuations. This permit-
ted a more even balance between the positively correlating effects
of the common inputs and the anticorrelating effects of feedfor-

ward inhibition, resulting in an overall decorrelated evoked state
(Fig. 8C, bottom right; �0.052 vs 0.071).

To explore the balance between background correlations and
local circuit-mediated anticorrelations, we jointly varied g and c,
obtaining a spontaneous state FS–RS correlation that matches
experimental values over a broad range of (g, c) pairings (Fig. 9,
dashed line). A similarly broad range of (g, c) parameter pairs
yielded FS–RS correlation that matched experimentally observed
stimulus-evoked values (Fig. 9, solid line). However, the lines
intersect only at one point; this corresponds to the (g, c) pair that
reproduced the qualitative differences in both spontaneous and
stimulus-evoked output correlations (Fig. 8C, right). We note
that the intersection point gave a (g, c) pair that implied both a
strong background correlation and strong inhibitory coupling.
This predicts that, whereas weakly correlated background fluctu-
ations and weak feedforward inhibition can reproduce either the
spontaneous or evoked states, independently, only strong corre-
lated fluctuations and strong inhibition can simultaneously re-
produce the output correlation in both states.

Reported levels of FS-to-RS connection probability (Yo-
shimura and Callaway, 2005; Oswald et al., 2009) make it likely
that many of our recorded pairs are not directly synaptically cou-
pled. However, the success of the population model in reproduc-
ing pairwise stimulus-induced decorrelation does not require
each FS–RS pair to have a direct disynaptic inhibitory connec-
tion. The slow decay of noise correlations over space (Kerr et al.,
2007; Rothschild et al., 2010) is consistent with the assumption of
our model that, in addition to direct coupling, common global
inputs also dictate to pairwise correlations. As FS units within the
population covary, to some degree, they will all act on RS units in
a similar fashion. Thus, an uncoupled FS–RS pair becomes deco-
rrelated through the action of another, unobserved FS unit that is
coupled to the RS cell.

In summary, feedforward disynaptic inhibition and input cor-
relation have opposing influences on the output correlation of FS
and RS neural populations. The balance of these two forces is
controlled by the level of the excitation of the cells relative to their
transfer function threshold nonlinearities. Hence, the degree of
cancellation of anticorrelated inputs is not ongoing but is depen-
dent on the level of network activation.

Globally correlated inhibition decorrelates RS–RS responses
While whisker deflections decorrelated trial-to-trial variability of
FS–RS activity, RS–RS correlation was uniformly low for both
spontaneous and whisker-evoked periods (Fig. 4A). To explain
how the mechanism underlying inhibitory-mediated FS–RS
decorrelation determines the level of RS–RS correlation, we ex-
panded our model to include a separate, second pair of FS–RS
populations (Fig. 10A). Here, each FS–RS population pair repre-
sents a separate functional unit. The populations (FS and RS)
within a functional unit retain their original degree of fluctuating
background correlation (cintra � 0.714). Populations across func-
tional units share fluctuations with weaker correlations (cinter �
0.146), reflecting a more global, less strongly coupled network
(Fig. 10A, bottom). cinter was set to reproduce experimentally
observed RS–RS spontaneous correlation.

Upon whisker deflection, RS–RS firing becomes transiently
more correlated followed by a longer-lasting, shallow decrease in
correlation, reaching a low of � � 0.028 (Fig. 10B, cyan). We
compared this condition to a model in which the correlation of
background inputs between the two FS populations is removed
(i.e., cinter

FS ; Fig. 10A, top), resulting in independently fluctuating
inhibitory currents into the RS populations. In this case, the cor-

A

B

Figure 7. A simple feedforward inhibitory model describes stimulus-induced decorrelation.
A, The effect of stimulus on output correlation, in the uncoupled model, depended on the output
threshold nonlinearity. In a linear system, with no output threshold, stimulus-evoked activation
of population firing rates did not induce a change in correlation (top). When the populations
have a nonlinear output rate transfer, there was a stimulus-evoked increase in correlation
concurrent with increases in population firing rates (bottom). B, When the nonlinear model
included inhibitory coupling, excitatory feedforward stimulus-evoked input still increased the
population firing rates (bottom) but now decreased the correlation of the variability of these
rates (thick line; top). When the transfer nonlinearity was removed, the correlation of FS and RS
activity was stimulus independent and uniformly low (dashed line; top). Recurrent excitation
from the RS to the FS population results in an upward shift of the correlation coefficient; how-
ever, the stimulus-induced decorrelation remains (thin line; top).
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relation of spontaneous RS–RS activity was higher, and whisker
deflection resulted in a long-lasting increase in correlation (Fig.
10B, yellow), peaking at � � 0.288. These values contrast with
our experimental RS–RS correlations (Fig. 4A). As an additional
comparison, we reduced the input correlation between RS pop-
ulations to cinter

RS � 0.029 (keeping cinter
FS � 0) to match the experi-

mental spontaneous RS–RS correlations (�spont � 0.04). Still, a
small stimulus-driven increase in output correlation remained,
peaking at � � 0.054 (Fig. 10B, green). In total, these findings
show that in the same way that inhibition, driven by globally
coherent synaptic fluctuations, decorrelates FS–RS population
activity, it also acts to prevent an increase in correlation of RS–RS
population activity associated with stimulus presentation.

The functional impact of different values of correlation on
information processing can be quantified in a straightforward
manner by calculating the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of an RS
population response to a graded stimulus (see Materials and

Methods). The ratio SNRN/SNR1 gives the relative SNR improve-
ment for a population of size N relative to a single neuron. Higher
SNR values for larger populations are achieved through a reduc-
tion of noise fluctuations through population averaging. The
SNR ratios are shown for the peak stimulus-driven model corre-
lations (Fig. 10C). For large populations, the model with globally
coherent inhibition performs 3.2 times better than the model
with independently fluctuating inhibition and 1.4 times better
than the model with uncorrelated inhibition and lowered back-
ground input correlations to the RS populations. As shown pre-
viously, small differences in correlation of neural activity can
have disproportionately large effects on the ability of a popula-
tion to represent neural information due to their inverse scaling
relationship (Zohary et al., 1994). Therefore, coherent feedfor-
ward inhibitory fluctuations, through their decorrelating effect
on RS–RS variability, lead to improved population rate-based
representation of signals. Recent advances in optogenetic engi-

A B
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Figure 8. A threshold-dependent balance of inhibitory coupling and background input correlation was required for stimulus-evoked output decorrelation. A, The change in output correlation,
relative to spontaneous values as whisker input, W, was increased, showed that larger inhibitory coupling strength (thin to thick lines) enhanced the anticorrelating effect of average input drive. B,
The effect of input– output thresholds on correlation is illustrated by the example of a model with positively correlated inputs. A large eccentricity of the input distribution along the positive diagonal
indicates positive correlation (left). Thresholds bisect the inputs, resulting in an output distribution with a smaller eccentricity (right), and thus smaller output correlation coefficient. C, In a model
system with common inputs and no coupling, the spontaneous output correlation, �out, was smaller than the input correlation, �in (left top). In the stimulus-evoked regime, the input and output
correlations were the same (left bottom). �out was less negative than �in for the uncoupled model with inhibition, in the spontaneous state (middle top). In the evoked state, the output correlation
was equal to the large negative input correlation (middle bottom). A model with both coupling and inhibition (right column) transitioned from a weakly correlated spontaneous state to an
uncorrelated state evoked state. The input axes for all panels incorporate all inputs including background fluctuations, feedforward whisker inputs, and feedforward inhibition.
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neering have introduced the stable step function opsin (SSFO)
(Yizhar et al., 2011). This form of channelrhodopsin can intro-
duce long-lasting tonic depolarizing currents into select excit-
atory or inhibitory neural populations and shift the excitatory/
inhibitory balance of local network activity. Using this novel
stimulating technique to tonically bias the activity of inhibitory
neurons to higher values would likely result in a lower trial-to-
trial spike count correlation in pairs of excitatory neurons in
sensory cortices. We predict that biasing the activity level of FS
units in somatosensory or visual cortex during a sensory stimulus
discrimination task, using SSFOs, would impair an animal’s
performance.

Our modeling efforts relied on neural populations receiving
correlated background synaptic inputs. We based this model fea-
ture on our observations of spike coherence with a slowly fluctu-
ating LFP in a lightly anesthetized preparation. Slow oscillatory
network dynamics occur in whisker barrel cortex of behaving
animals. The coherence between spiking activity and the LFP
depends on behavioral motivation while the amplitude of the
LFP remains constant (Ganguly and Kleinfeld, 2004). During
rewarded whisking conditions, spike–LFP coherence was larger
than during unrewarded conditions. We expect that under con-
ditions of large spike–LFP coherence, whisking-related network
oscillations would contribute to population activity decorrela-
tion in the same way the global background fluctuations we mea-
sure do.

Discussion
The role of the variability of neural activity in neural computation
is a topic receiving increasing focus. Variability is not simply
detrimental “noise” that interferes with cognition and sensory
processing, but instead is intimately connected with behavioral
output (M. M. Churchland et al., 2006; A. K. Churchland et al.,
2011). It is important to understand how neural circuitry, previ-
ously considered to dictate trial-averaged phenomena, contributes
to the properties of variable population activity. Furthermore, it is
important to understand how the same circuitry affects correlations
of the variability of neural activity.

The disynaptic feedforward inhibitory circuit, a canonical
cortical circuit (Douglas et al., 2004), consists of direct excitation
and disynaptic inhibition, both driven by the same afferent input.
Disynaptic inhibition plays a critical role in maintaining tempo-

rally precise responses to excitation (Berman and Maler, 1998;
Pouille and Scanziani, 2001; Pinto et al., 2003; Wehr and Zador,
2003; Higley and Contreras, 2006; Heiss et al., 2008), modulating
the gain of sensory information (Lewis and Maler, 2002;
Kanichay and Silver, 2008), promoting neural synchrony and
oscillations (Galán et al., 2006; Bartos et al., 2007), and shaping
receptive field properties (Ferster and Miller, 2000; Miller et al.,
2001). Despite our broad knowledge about the influence of this
canonical circuitry on trial-averaged temporal responses, rela-
tively little is known about its influence on trial-to-trial variability
and correlation of spiking activity.

We examined how disynaptic feedforward inhibitory cou-
pling shapes correlated variability between the spiking activity of
excitatory and inhibitory neurons. We found that paired spike
recordings from inhibitory and excitatory neurons in L2/3 of the
whisker-related primary somatosensory cortex exhibited levels
of correlation that differed during spontaneous and stimulus-
evoked states. The firing of FS units and RS units were positively
correlated under spontaneous conditions. Both FS and RS spik-
ing activities covaried with slow fluctuating components of LFPs
indicating that correlated spontaneous FS–RS firing exists on
long timescales and is due to common synaptic drive. When
whiskers were deflected, evoked FS and RS units were jointly
activated, but the trial-to-trial variability of this response was
uncorrelated despite the fact that both FS and RS cells were pre-
sumably driven by the same afferents. Evidence suggests that bal-
anced recurrent excitation and inhibition acts to reduce
correlations (Renart et al., 2010). We extend these findings by
showing that feedforward inhibition plays an important role in
decorrelating population activity during sensory stimulation.

Numerical simulations and calculations of equilibrium states
in a minimal feedforward FS–RS model showed that strong cor-
relating background activity, feedforward inhibitory architec-
ture, and intrinsic spike threshold nonlinearities were sufficient
to account for both the spontaneous and evoked data. Our results
suggest that local circuit neural firing is weakly correlated, reflect-
ing opposing forces of strong LFP-induced synchronization and
of strong FS-mediated anticorrelating effects. Such anticorrelat-
ing effects of inhibition also ensure that excitatory (pyramidal)
cells fire independently, enhancing population coding of sensory
stimuli.

In this study, we compared the correlation of spontaneous
activity to the correlation of responses to whisker deflections of
only one velocity. We showed that feedforward excitation from
whisker deflections increased both the correlating effects of the
background synaptic field and the anticorrelating effects of the
feedforward inhibition. We predict that these two opposing in-
fluences will be balanced over a wide range of whisker deflection
velocities so that RS–RS correlations will be maintained at low
levels in a stimulus-independent manner. While the results of our
uncoupled model (Fig. 6A) are consistent with a previous theo-
retical framework establishing how correlations are transferred
through uncoupled networks (de la Rocha et al., 2007), our study
builds on that understanding by showing how inhibitory cou-
pling further modulates the transfer of correlations in a feedfor-
ward network architecture.

We incorporated the effects of a background field simply by
adding subthreshold fluctuating synaptic inputs into both popu-
lations. The origin of this global field, however, remains unclear.
Slow spontaneous fluctuations could arise from feedforward ef-
fects of synaptic coupling (Doiron et al., 2006) or may arise from
direct thalamocortical projection to L2/3 (Petreanu et al., 2009).
Slow spontaneous waves of activity (Ferezou et al., 2007) have

Figure 9. Unique model parameter pairs lead to spontaneous and evoked correlations con-
sistent with experimental recordings. A continuum of inhibition, g, and background input cor-
relation, c, values resulted in an invariant correlation coefficient for output model variability
(dashed line). A different continuum of parameter pair values results in a fixed evoked correla-
tion coefficient (solid line). The intersection of the two parameter sets (black dot) specified a
balanced pair of inhibition, g, and background correlation, c, values that satisfied observed
output correlations in both spontaneous and evoked states.
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been shown to modulate stimulus-evoked responses in sensory
cortices (Arieli et al., 1996; Petersen et al., 2003). Trial-to-trial
sensory responses in the visual system are positively correlated
with spontaneous population activity (Arieli et al., 1996), while in
the somatosensory system RS unit responses were found to be
inversely proportional to instantaneous voltage-sensitive dye re-
cordings (Petersen et al., 2003). We extend these findings by
showing that the spontaneous network state differentially mod-
ulates responses of FS and RS populations and that this interde-
pendent response is a result of feedforward inhibitory circuitry.

Pairwise correlations arising from a spatially broad synaptic
field permitted the description of population activity using a sim-
ple population firing rate model (Ermentrout, 1998). Firing rate
models, of either single-unit or population activity, have been
used to describe a number of trial-averaged effects [e.g., contrast
invariance (Anderson et al., 2000), establishing integration win-
dows (Pinto et al., 1996), and the generation of waves of cortical
activity (Huang et al., 2004)]. Furthermore, it has been shown
that firing rate threshold nonlinearities can qualitatively repro-
duce trial-to-trial variability of single-unit responses (Carandini,
2004). Here, we show that a simple rate model also successfully
captures the correlation structure of population activity in a feed-
forward, disynaptic inhibitory circuit.

Many studies have developed an understanding of the role of
inhibition in neural synchronization (Börgers and Kopell, 2003;
Tiesinga et al., 2004; Brunel and Hansel, 2006; Cardin et al.,
2009). The mechanism of synchronization involves direct recip-
rocal connections between excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
which can drive gamma rhythms that are observable in the LFP
(Mazzoni et al., 2008). In contrast, our study is consistent with
the recent proposal that asynchronous cortical states (Ecker et al.,
2010) are maintained, in part, by inhibition (Renart et al., 2010).
These two putative roles of inhibition seem to be in direct oppo-
sition to one another. However, a resolution to this seeming in-
congruity is possible by considering the state of the network that
measured neurons are embedded in. In our study and that of

Renart et al. (2010), both inhibitory and excitatory populations
of neurons receive external commons sources of fluctuations.
These common fluctuations engage both excitatory and inhibi-
tory populations in such a way as to cancel overall input correla-
tions. However, this mechanism requires a balance between
excitation and inhibition. When the excitatory–inhibitory bal-
ance is shifted, high-frequency rhythmic network synchroniza-
tion is induced (Brunel, 2000; Börgers and Kopell, 2003; Yizhar et
al., 2011). Changes in behavioral state may engage or disengage
the functional architecture in such a way as to upregulate or
downregulate excitatory–inhibitory balance. While we do not
observe strong LFP power at gamma frequencies (Fig. 5A), it is
possible that gamma rhythms would emerge with more complex
ongoing whisker stimulation. With the low firing rates we ob-
serve, it is possible that gamma networks can be established at the
level of population activity (Brunel, 2000). However, large-scale
recording techniques would be needed to confirm this. Increased
subject attention has been shown to reduce low-frequency spike
count correlations (Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Mitchell et al.,
2009) in the same cortical areas that show increased high-
frequency gamma oscillations (Fries et al., 2001; Chalk et al.,
2010). Thus, it is still likely that slow modulations of the firing
rates of FS units would still be able to decorrelate spike counts
of RS units on long timescales in the presence of faster gamma
oscillations.

We believe that inhibition-mediated decorrelation of neural
activity is possible in less sparsely firing systems. Low correlations
have been observed in visual (Ecker et al., 2010), auditory, and
somatosensory (Renart et al., 2010) neural population responses.
A similar decorrelating role for inhibition was proposed to ex-
plain the low values of correlation in these data sets (Renart et al.,
2010). Correlations of spike responses in V4 are lower when their
receptive field is attended to (Cohen and Maunsell, 2009; Mitch-
ell et al., 2009). Attention also increases firing rates of both RS and
FS units in the same area (Mitchell et al., 2007). Taking these two
results together, we predict that simultaneously recorded FS and

A B C

Figure 10. Low stimulus-evoked RS–RS correlation was consistent with a cancellation of input correlations by correlated inhibition. A, An expansion of our model included a second functional
unit consisting of an FS–RS population pair. The FS–RS input correlation for each population was the same as before, cintra � 0.714, but in addition, both pairs receive more global, yet weaker,
correlated inputs (cinter � 0.146). Two variants of this model were ones in which the FS populations receive common inputs (cinter

FS � 0.146; cyan) or alternatively received inputs that were
uncorrelated from one another (cinter

FS � 0; yellow), resulting in independently fluctuating inhibition. B, When the FS populations received globally correlated inputs (cinter
FS � 0.146; cyan), there

was a low spontaneous RS–RS correlation and a small stimulus-evoked decrease in �RS–RS. When cinter
FS � 0 (yellow), RS–RS spontaneous correlation was higher and there was a stimulus-evoked

increase in correlation. A further decrease of the background input correlation between RS populations (cinter
RS � 0.029) yielded a spontaneous correlation that was similar to the case in which

inhibition was globally coherent, but a stimulus-evoked increase in RS–RS output correlation (green) was still observed. Linear versions of the models with and without coherent inhibition (dashed
cyan and yellow curves, respectively) result in constant, stimulus-independent values of correlation. Also, the linear version of the model without coherent inhibition and reduced c is stimulus
independent (dashed green). These values correspond to the peak stimulus-induced correlation of their respective nonlinear versions. C, The population signal-to-noise ratio (relative to a single
neuron) was enhanced as the population size, N, increases. In the limit of large N, the system with globally coherent inhibition performs 3.2 and 1.4 times better than the system with independent
inhibition and independent inhibition with lowered RS input correlation, respectively. SNR curves for six other evenly spaced correlation coefficients (black) are shown for reference.
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RS units would exhibit lower correlation in a state of attention,
thus strengthening our proposal for a state-dependent decorre-
lating role of inhibition.

While afferent firing synchrony is essential for propagation of
sensory signals along successive stages in an afferent pathway
(Bruno and Sakmann, 2006), excessive correlation can be det-
rimental to population coding (Averbeck et al., 2006). Purely
excitatory feedforward circuits amplify synchronous spike dis-
charge (Reyes, 2003). Our findings thus suggest an additional
function of feedforward inhibitory circuits, namely, the suppres-
sion of excessive correlation of spiking within functionally related
groups of neurons. Furthermore, we found that stimulus-evoked
decorrelation depends on the level of afferent drive. This shows
that the control of correlated activity is a dynamic process that
enables cortical circuits to converge on similar functional states
over a wide range of stimulus inputs.
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